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Abstract—Voice communication in IEEE802.15.4 networks is
an attractive application for the emergency management support
when a disaster occurs. Although this application can be of extreme utility in the immediate consequence of the disaster, it must
take into account the bandwidth limitations of the IEEE802.15.4
standard, which allows the simultaneous transmission of a small
number of voice streams. When more voice streams must be
transmitted through the network, a bandwidth reduction of each
speech flow must be performed. In this paper we first present
an algorithm for the perceptual selection of voice data aiming at
reducing the speech flow bandwidth while preserving as much as
possible the end-to-end speech quality, then we propose a voice
data protection technique based on speech perceptual importance
and able to preserve speech quality against packet losses. The
perceptual selection algorithm can reach a 30.8% reduction
in bandwidth occupancy, with respect to a full rate voice
communication, still maintaining an end-to-end speech quality
between good and fair according to the Mean Opinion Score
scale defined by the International Telecommunications Union.
The protection technique, jointly adopted with the perceptual
selection, can reach better end-to-end speech quality values with
respect to a full rate voice communication while requiring a lower
amount of transmission bandwidth.
Keywords-Perceptual voice communications; Perceptual voice
protection; IEEE802.15.4.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have
experienced a rapid growth both in academia and industry.
If from one hand the research community went ahead in
developing new technological solutions going towards the
full accomplishment of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2]
concept, on the other hand private stakeholders started to
benefit of such kind of technology proposing WSN systems for
creating smart ambients focusing on military, energy-efficient
buildings and intelligent transportation scenarios.
For the next future years it is possible to envision all cities
covered by wireless sensors providing a pervasive monitoring
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infrastructure in support of human activities. Pervasive network of sensors will be used to detect in real-time the car traffic conditions in a new generation of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITSs) [3]–[6], while WSNs installed in apartments
and buildings will provide and guarantee comfort and security
to the living people [7]–[10].
In the above mentioned scenarios, wireless sensor devices
can be pervasively deployed in the environment to ensure a
capillary acquisition of information, thus enabling the possibility of creating new effective emergency support applications [11]. In case of a natural disaster, e.g. an earthquake,
buildings and roads can collapse entrapping people, while
at the same time telecommunication infrastructures can be
completely unusable due to lack of electricity or equipment
failures, thus delaying rescue operations. Wireless sensor
networks are composed by tiny mote devices which have
more chance than regular telecommunication infrastructures
to survive to the effects of a natural disaster, while still
providing a communication service. In a WSN, in fact, the
devices are battery powered (no dependence on the grid), and
although some of them can experience failures, their pervasive
deployment in the environment can still guarantee reliable
communications. As a consequence, it is possible to think
wireless sensor network technology as an effective solution
for providing support in emergency situations [12]. When a
natural disaster occurs the WSNs functions can be changed at
run-time in order to provide essential services, such as voice
communications, to the rescuers. The possibility of enabling
voice communications among rescuers in a short time is useful
to give them the possibility of better coordinate their action in
order to save the greatest number of people. Moreover, in case
of entrapped people close to microphone equipped devices, a
voice communication can be used to better assist them during
the rescue operations.
Voice communications for emergency support in a WSNs
scenario have been considered in several works published over
the last years. In [13] the performance of a voice communication system to support workers in a coal mine is analyzed by
means of a real implementation in the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) experimental coal
mine in Pennsylvania, while in [14] and [15] the problem of
enabling end-to-end speech quality is addressed by means of
voice packets duplication and perceptual based voice packets

protection. In all the above mentioned works the whole voice
stream is supposed to be sent through the network and its
reliability ensured by means of additional information. The
final result of this approach is an improvement of the speech
quality at the cost of a higher bandwidth occupancy. In wireless sensor networks based on the IEEE802.15.4 standard [16]
the available bandwidth is a very limited resource, 250 Kbit/s
at the physical (PHY) layer with even lower values at the
medium access control (MAC) layer (e.g., 163 Kbit/s in case of
unslotted based transmissions [17] and slightly bigger values
in case of slotted based transmissions [18]). Considering
the use of the low-complexity speech compression standard
ITU-T G.711 [19] (0.01 million instructions per second in
complexity [20]) for enabling voice communications in a WSN
scenario the required bandwidth at application layer is equal
to 64 Kbit/s which increases to a value of 82.4 Kbit/s at
MAC layer assuming a packet size able to transport 10 ms
of voice and regular IEEE802.15.4 header fields. With the
bandwidth occupancy value reported above only one voice
flow can be transmitted in case of IEEE802.15.4 unslotted
based communications and no more than two in case of
slotted based transmissions. When multiple streams must be
transmitted through the network the bandwidth of each of
them must be reduced while preserving the end-to-end speech
quality as much as possible.
In this paper we present a perceptual based solution for
reducing the bandwidth occupancy of a single voice communication stream in IEEE802.15.4 networks, thus providing the
possibility of enabling more simultaneous speech flows within
the network. The main benefit of the proposed solution is
evaluated in terms of bandwidth occupancy reduction while
considering its impact on end-to-end speech quality quantified
in terms of mean opinion score (MOS) [21] values evaluated
through the perceptual evaluation speech quality (PESQ) [22]
method. Moreover, we present a perceptual based data protection technique compliant with the IEEE802.15.4 standard and
able to recover speech data losses in error-prone channels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II
we present the perceptual based solution for reducing the
voice flow bandwidth occupancy and its impact on the endto-end speech quality. In Section III we present the developed
perceptual based data protection technique while providing its
performance in a simulated multi-hop communication scenario
in which real loss traces have been adopted. Conclusions
follow in Section IV.
II. P ERCEPTUAL BASED VOICE DATA SELECTION
A. Voice communications in IEEE802.15.4 networks
and perceptual based bandwidth occupancy reduction
In voice communications over packet based networks the
speech signal is usually transmitted in a compressed format
in order to reduce the required transmission bandwidth. The
compression effectiveness reached from a particular compression standard is proportional to its complexity in terms of
memory occupancy and required computational capacity. The

lower is the reached bit rate, the higher is the complexity of a
particular compression algorithm. In a WSN context the sensor
devices are usually equipped with low-power and low-end
microcontrollers where the available memory is a very scarce
resource. Due to the aforementioned limitations in hardware
devices, the selected compression standard adopted in this
work is the ITU-T G.711 which is characterized by only
0.01 million instructions per second (MIPS) of complexity
and 64 Kbit/s of bit rate. Concerning the dimension of each
compressed speech packet to be sent through the network, this
has been chosen taking into account the maximum available
data payload provided by the IEEE802.15.4 standard. More
in particular, in this work the packet dimension has been
imposed equal to 80 bytes (10 ms of voice), as popular VoIP
speech compression standards, against a maximum available
MAC data payload of 102 bytes (maximum packet size is 127
bytes). The choice of not using the whole available payload to
send voice data from one hand could results in a non optimal
bandwidth utilization, while on the other hand it enables
the possibility to use the residual bytes for data protection
techniques able to recover data losses in error-prone channels.
According to the selected compression standard and voice
packet dimension, considering a header size equal to 21 bytes,
the required bandwidth at MAC layer for each voice flow is
equal to 82.4 Kbit/s (final packet dimension is given by 21
bytes for header plus 80 bytes for data plus 2 bytes for the
IEEE802.15.4 frame check sequence), as briefly introduced in
Section I. The above reported necessary bandwidth has been
evaluated under the hypothesis that all voice packets are sent
through the network, and hence that all packets have the same
importance. In order to reduce the voice stream bandwidth
occupancy only the most perceptual important packets, or
segment of them, can be sent. The perceptual importance of a
speech packet can be expressed in terms of the distortion that
would be introduced by its loss, or non-transmission, into the
received speech flow [23]. A distortion measure is aiming at
comparing the original speech flow (before the compression)
with its decompressed and reconstructed version where data
losses have been overtaken by means of concealment techniques. Common distortion measures are reported in [24]. In
this work the adopted distortion measure is the signal energy
while the adopted concealment is the silent insertion due to
its low-complexity requirements. Under these conditions the
signal energy of a speech segment to be sent is exactly the
distortion that would be introduced by its loss (energy of the
inserted silent speech segment equal to zero). The higher is the
speech segment energy, the higher is the distortion introduced
by its loss or non-transmission through the network.
In the proposed approach the perceptual importance of a
speech flow is not evaluated per packet, thus selecting if a
packet has to be sent or discarded, but it is evaluated for
packet segments. Before compression the amount of speech
samples to be compressed in one packet are divided in an
imposed number of segments, Nseg , and for each one of
them the energy is evaluated. Among all the evaluated energy
values, Ei , the maximum value is identified, Emax , and only

the segments in which Ei /Emax in percentage is bigger than
the imposed selection threshold Str are compressed and sent
through the network. In case Emax is equal to zero the full
packet is discarded (absence of active voice). As result of the
proposed perceptual selection algorithm, at least one active
voice segment of a packet (the most important) is sent through
the network. To be noted that the full perceptual evaluation
algorithm does not require to store previous speech packets,
thus avoiding to use additional device memory, a very scarce
resource in WSN motes. The pseudocode of the described
algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Set Nseg and Str parameters
for Each uncompressed speech packet do
for i = 1 → Nseg do
Evaluate Ei
end for
Search for Emax
if Emax = 0 then
Discard all segments
else
Compress and select for transmission
all segments in which [100 · (Ei /Emax )] ≥ Str
end if
end for
The impact of the proposed perceptual selection algorithm
on end-to-end speech quality has been evaluated as a function
of Str for Nseg values equal to 2, 4, 8 and 16 simulating the
transmission of 16 speech traces, each one 3 minutes long,
belonging to the NTT Multi-lingual Speech Database [25].
In the performed simulations no network losses have been
considered to evaluate the performance of the developed algorithm as a function of its parameters, while the speech quality
has been evaluated with the PESQ method, and obtained
values averaged and mapped into the much more common
MOS scale (Excellent=5, Good=4, Fair=3, Poor=2, Bad=1)
according to [26]. The results of the performed analysis are
depicted in Figure 1. In the same figure the MOS behavior
when the speech segments to be sent are selected in a random
way is also reported. In the random selection evaluation
process several simulation runs have been performed selecting
the segment to be sent according to a uniform distribution and
imposing for each value of the threshold an equal amount
of speech segments with respect to the perceptual selection.
Regarding the results obtained with the perceptual selection
it is possible to see how for Str equal to zero (only silence
packets are discarded) MOS is equal to 4.38, which is the same
value obtained sending the whole speech flow. Increasing the
threshold, a reduction in transmitted voice data information is
accepted and in general MOS decreases until reaching a bad
quality. The different curves behavior for the various Nseg
values is mainly due to the different amount of information
transmitted and will be better investigated in Section II-B.
Considering the random selection results a poor speech quality
is reached for a threshold value equal to zero. In this case, in
fact, both silent and active speech packets can be discarded,

unlike the perceptual selection where only silent packets
are discarded, thus suddenly lowering the end-to-end speech
quality. Fig. 1 shows that in any case a perceptual selection
outperforms a random selection.
B. Bandwidth occupancy and speech quality analysis
If from one hand the increase of the threshold value affects
in a negative way the received speech quality, on the other
hand it guarantees to save useful transmission bandwidth. In
Fig. 2 the behavior of the bandwidth occupancy at MAC
layer for a single speech flow is depicted as a function of
the selective threshold for all the adopted values of Nseg . The
bandwidth occupancy behavior is the same for the perceptual and random selection due to the imposed constraints in
evaluating the random selection performance. For Str equal
to zero the required bandwidth is maximum and common

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

MOS as a function of the selective threshold.

Bandwidth occupancy as a function of the selective threshold.

III. P ERCEPTUAL BASED VOICE DATA PROTECTION
A. Data protection strategy

Fig. 3.

Bandwidth occupancy as a function of the MOS values.

among all the considered values of Nseg . In case of bigger
values of Str , having fixed Nseg , the required bandwidth
decreases, explaining again the reduction of speech quality due
to the decrease of available data at the receiver. Considering
a fixed value of Str the required bandwidth decreases when
Nseg increases. This behavior is due by the finer granularity
wherewith the most perceptual important parts of a packet are
selected which gives the possibility to discard more segments.
An interesting analysis of the obtained results is depicted in
Fig. 3, where the required bandwidth for a voice communication is plotted as a function of the obtained speech quality.
Apart from the point in which MOS is maximum and all
the curves converge to the maximum bandwidth value, as it
happens in Fig. 1 and 2 when Str is equal to zero, the same
speech quality is reached with a lower bandwidth occupancy
increasing the Nseg value. If we consider a speech quality
between fair and good, MOS equal to 3.5, this is reached with
a required bandwidth of 58.2 Kbit/s for Nseg equal to 16 and
with bigger bandwidth values for lower values of Nseg .
The graph in Fig. 3 well summarizes the aim of the proposed
algorithm: accepting to reduce the final end-to-end speech
quality according to a perceptual criteria in order to save network bandwidth for enabling multiple voice communications.
According to the data reported above, in which the accepted
MOS is imposed equal to 3.5, the highest reached bandwidth
reduction is equal to 30.8% at the cost of a MOS reduction
equal to 0.88. A substantial reduction in bandwidth occupancy
is reached while still maintaining an end-to-end speech quality
between good and fair (between perceptible but not annoying
and slightly annoying distortion values). When lower speech
quality values can be accepted at the receiver side bigger
bandwidth reduction values can be reached and more voice
flows can be enabled.

When voice data information are sent through error-prone
channels, as it happens in IEEE802.15.4 based communications, the occurred packet loss negatively affects the end-toend speech quality [27]. A solution for recovering useful data
information consists in adopting data protection techniques
aiming at reaching the best trade off between additional
required bandwidth and improved speech quality. In this work
we propose, as data protection technique, a piggybacking
based forward error correction (FEC) method to be jointly used
with the perceptual selection algorithm presented in Section II.
The use of FEC techniques for speech data protection in errorprone channels avoids heavy latencies caused by Automatic
Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) based strategies [28], thus resulting
more suitable for real-time voice communications.
A secondary output of the algorithm described and discussed in the previous section is a perceptual based classification of the segments sent in each data packet. When a
segment is selected for the transmission its energy Ei reflects
its importance within the packet (bigger energy values indicate
a bigger perceptual importance) and its position in a list of the
most important perceptual segments. The main idea behind the
proposed data protection strategy consists in protecting only
the most perceptual important segments by means of a double
transmission. More in detail, when the segments of the ith
packet are sent, these are stored and then duplicated according
to their perceptual importance into the (i + 1)th packet until
reaching the maximum data payload size at the MAC layer.
The (i+1)th packet is in charge of piggybacking the redundant
information to be used to recover losses. The proposed strategy
has the advantages to be easy to be implemented and fully
compliant with the IEEE802.15.4 standard, although a delay
of one packet is necessary in decoding a voice packet. The
transport of both regular and duplicated segments through
IEEE802.15.4 networks does not need any change at the MAC
layer, although two fields must be introduced as first bytes of
the MAC data payload to guarantee a correct reconstruction
of the received duplicate segments. In Fig. 4 an IEEE802.15.4
packet for sending voice data according to the perceptual
based selection and protection strategies is depicted. The two
fields Cmask and Pmask are 2 bytes long and contain a mask
indicating the positions of both current and redundant speech
segments into an 80 bytes full speech packet. The Nseg value
is supposed to be defined a priori, or when a call is established,
thus avoiding to include it in every packet. Due to the overhead
of the two introduced fields, the available MAC data payload

Fig. 4.

IEEE802.15.4 data packet supporting the protection strategy.

Fig. 5.

MOS as a function of the selective threshold.

size is equal to 100 bytes.
B. Performance evaluation in a multi-hop scenario
The performance of the perceptual based data protection
strategy has been evaluated by means of a simulative study in
a multi-hop transmission scenario. The voice flow is supposed
to be sent from the sender to the receiver in three hops in which
packet loss can occur independently. In all the performed
simulations real packet loss traces have been adopted. The
used loss traces have been collected in a set of indoor
experiments performed at the Institute of Communication,
Information and Perception Technologies in Pisa. In the data
collection setup several devices mounting an IEEE802.15.4
compliant transceiver have been installed in a corridor at a
distance of 10 m while adopting a transmission power equal

Fig. 6.

MOS gain as a function of the selective threshold.

to 0 dBm. The selected environment is affected by signal
attenuation, due to the movement of people, and interference,
due to installed IEEE802.11 based access point [29], which
results in a packet loss rate (PLR) equal to 1.66%, 1.77% and
2.24% for the traces adopted in the performed simulations. In
case of voice communications without perceptual selection and
protection the final PLR (with the three-hops communication)
results equal to 5.50% with a MOS value equal to 3.03 against
a value of 4.38 when no packet losses occur.
In Fig. 5 the performance in MOS values of the proposed
protection strategy has been reported compared to a transmission in which no protection is applied. The results have
been plotted as a function of the selective threshold Str for
Nseg equal to 4, 8 and 16. The case Nseg equal to 2 has
not been considered because of the lack of residual payload
space for applying the protection strategy. Due to the proposed
perceptual selection strategy, in which at least one segment of
a packet is sent, the number of the transmitted packets is the
same in any condition, as well as the experienced PLR, thus
guaranteeing a fair comparison among protection and nonprotection techniques for any selective threshold and number
of segments. A first analysis of the results in Fig. 5 shows
how the use of the proposed protection technique guarantees
to reach higher MOS values with respect to a non-protected
transmission for any value of the selective threshold at any
imposed Nseg value. The MOS gain ranges from values
close to zero to values close to 0.17 with the bell-shaped
behavior plotted in Fig. 6. The MOS curves shapes reflect
the same behavior of the bandwidth occupancy difference
between protected and non-protected transmission reported in
Fig. 7. Bigger MOS gains are reached with a bigger additional
bandwidth. Regarding the bell-shaped behavior in the Fig. 6
and 7 this is due to two main effects: the bigger amount of
available MAC data payload for protecting segments when Str
increases and the low number of segments to be sent after a
certain threshold value.

Fig. 7.

Bandwidth difference as a function of the selective threshold.

The proposed protection strategy shows its benefits in
particular for low values of the threshold when for selecting
the segments to be sent high values of MOS are imposed to
compensate the effect of a heavy PLR which dramatically
reduces the end-to-end speech quality. In case low values
of MOS can be accepted at the receiver side the use of
the protection technique can be avoided while increasing
the amount of the transmitted data (lower values of the Str
threshold) in the perceptual selection. To be noted, finally,
that the effect of both perceptual selection and protection
techniques results in bigger values of MOS with respect to
a transmission without selection and protection (3.12 against
3.03 in the performed simulations) still requiring lower values
of bandwidth at MAC layer.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper the problem of enabling multiple voice communications in IEEE802.15.4 networks for emergency management support is analyzed. Starting from the consideration
that the importance of a speech data packet, or part of it,
to be sent through the network is function of its perceptual
impact on the received speech stream, a perceptual based
voice data selection technique is developed and presented. The
aim of the developed selection technique is that of reducing
the speech flow bandwidth, thus enabling multiple voice
communications in WSN compliant with the IEEE802.15.4
standard, while preserving as much as possible the end-toend speech quality. Performance evaluation results show as the
developed perceptual selection algorithm can reach a 30.8%
reduction in bandwidth occupancy with respect to a full rate
voice communication still maintaining an end-to-end speech
quality between good and fair according to the MOS scale.
The proposed speech selection algorithm is used in the
paper as key part of a proposed forward error correction data
protection technique able to recover speech data losses in
real voice communications through IEEE802.15.4 networks.
Simulation results based on real loss traces collected in an
indoor environment show as the proposed protection technique
provides its main benefits when high speech quality values
have to be reached, reaching a MOS gain up to 0.17, while
still saving useful bandwidth with respect to a full rate voice
communication.
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